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This is not an invoice, you will receive an invoice/receipt with the goods.

Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
Königsallee 42
40212 Düsseldorf, Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)211 - 130 780
Fax: +49 (0)211 - 130 7890
E-mail: info@franzen.de
Internet: www.franzen.de

Bank details:
Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
IBAN: DE66 3007 0010 0185 1807 00
BIC/SWIFT: DEUTDEDDXXX

Managing Director:
Claus Franzen, Peter Franzen and Stephanie Kluth-Franzen
Commercial register Düsseldorf HRA 1743 / HRB 30424
VAT-ID: DE 121283515

RING 750 YELLOW GOLD DIAMONDS
0.028 CT RS54
Serie: white Serie: Yellow gold Serie: W54
Serie: Dancing in The Rain Élite
Order number: 8032978107650
Hersteller: Nanis

€1,230.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Ring 750 yellow gold diamonds 0.028 ct rs54"

Manufacturer: Nanis
Series: Dancing in the rain Elite
Material: 18 ct gold
Total weight of diamonds: 0.03 ct
Clarity: VS, Color: G, Cut: Brilliant round
Color: gold
Hand-crafted

Nanis, Ring 750 – yellow gold 0.028 ct diamonds Dancing in the rain Elite
The Dancing Elite ring by Italian company Nanis plays with lively sophistication and versatility. The 18 carat golden ball has been
intricately engraved using the burin technique. It is surrounded by sparkling, brilliant-cut diamonds. This ring was created by the Nanis
goldsmiths with love and technically sophisticated craftsmanship. It is, in its elegance, a timeless companion − suitable for any look.

About Nanis
Nanis stands for Italian luxury of a special kind: modern designs, masterful craftsmanship, high-quality materials and the passion of
designer and co-founder Laura unite in the aesthetic jewelry pieces. Founded in 1990 by Laura and her husband Piero Marangon, the
company carries the vision to revolutionize the concept to jewels. The items of jewelry are refined all-rounders, not only thanks to their
well-balanced manufacturing technique. Beautifully shaped, they combine beads of gold and aquamarine or classic diamonds – with
elegance and simplicity, they are both versatile and expressive, depending on the taste and personality of the wearer.

Related links to "Ring 750 yellow gold diamonds 0.028 ct rs54"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Nanis

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=8032978107650
https://www.franzen.de/en/nanis/

